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It was found that the survival curves derived from X-irra-
diations and neutrons of two energies are characteristic for those 
usually found in many other systems. It was also found that .̂ ̂  
loss of reproductive integrity and two visible cell-type aberra¬ 
tions or mutations follow a 1:1 ratio until higher doses are 
reached after neutron irradiation. This is also true for X rays, 
except that lethality was not observed at relatively low doses. 
The mutant event spectrum was found to change after a certain 
level of lethality is^reached. It was also found that the spectra 
of mutations in relation to survival may be changed not only by 
dose butty radiation quality. .if; r) 

Получено, что зависимость выживаемости клеток м дозн облуче¬ 
ния имеет д м соматических меток ворсинок тичинок растения 
"Традескаытиа" тоже самый вид как при облучении кужьтуры кже-
ток млекопитающих. Доказано также, что в мроком диапазоне 
доз обжучения получается линейное соотноиение между частотой 
мутации и летальными эффектами. Это не произходит при малых 
дозах рентгеновского облучения (025 рад - 18 рад), которые вы¬ 
зывая изменение количества мутации приблизительно на 2 поряд¬ 
ка, не вызывают при этом летальных эффектов. Эти линейные со-
отноиения также не имеют места при высоких дозах нейтронов 
и рентгеновских лучей. В диапазоне этих доз дзманеиаэ не толь¬ 
ко дозы, дэ также типа излучения влияет на изменение спектра 
мутации и соотнояения заетою мутации к выживаемости взетож. 



Stwierdzono, ie krzywe przesywalnośei dla komórek włosków 
pręcików rośliny modelowej uzyskane po działaniu neutronów rós-
nyoh energii i promieniowania Z aą podobne jak w przypadku po-
pulaoji komórek lnnyoh organizmów wyższych, w tym również ssaków* 

Stwierdzono również, ie w dusya przedziale dawek efekty le-
talne są obserwowane w kOBÓrkaob. włosków pręoików tą aamą ozęs-
totliwo^oią oo dwa rodzaje •ataeji, tzw. wtutaoje róiowe 1 bez¬ 
barwne* 

Relacje te nie saohodsą dla bardso wysokleh dawek, przy któ-
ryofa. wyeŁspują wyraźne zwiany spektroa obeerwow^nyoh wntaoji, jak 
również żalenia sie stosunek osestotliwo<ol aiutaoji do eseatotli-
wośei efektów letalnyołu 

Stosunek ten jest wtedy nie tylko zaleiny od wielkośoi 
dawki ale równie! od jakosoi proaieniowania. 

Stwierdzono również, se zalełnoić 1 t 1 ozestotliwo^oi an-
taoji i efektów letalnyeh nie c* alejsea dla aiskieh dawek pro-
Bieniowania Z* 

W zakresie dawek od ok. 025 rad do ok. 18 rad proaleniowa-
nia Zt kiedy to osestotliwoćć mtaeji rośnie o prawie dwa rzędy 
wielkośoi, nie zaobserwowano w ogóle zadnyoh efektów letalnyoh 
w badanym układzie aodelowya. Pojawiają sie one dopiero powy-
tej pewnego "progu". 



Introduction 

In this report we compare the frequencies of four mutant 

or aberrant cell types /pink, colorless, giant and dwarf pheno-

types/ induced by different radiation qualities in Tradescantia 

clone 02 stamen hairs to the degree of loss of reproductive in¬ 

tegrity /LRI or stamen hair stunting/. We compare LRI that 

occurs within the same population of stamen hairs at the period 

after irradiation with 5.6-MeV cyclotron neutrons nhen phenoty-

pic aberrant event frequencies are maximal* Similar compari¬ 

sons are also made for pink and colorless events induced by 

X rays and 0.43-KeV monoenergetic neutrons. These comparisons 

are made from data obtained at Brookhaven National Laboratory 

/BNL/. Changes appearing in these relationships at Ion, inter¬ 

mediate and high doses of radiation are described. 

The stamen hairs of the hybrid diploid Tradescantia clone 

02 /2n = 1 2 / have been used for numerous radiobiological /Ichi-

kana, Sparrow and Thompson 1969, Mericle and Mericle 1969, 

Underbrink and Sparrow 1974, Hauman, Underbrink and Sparrow 

1975, Underbrink, Sparrow, Sautkulis and Mills 1975, Dennis 

1976/ and chemical mutagen studies /Sparrow and Schairer 1971, 

Sparrow, Schairer and Villalobos-Pietrini 1974, Nauman, Sparrow 

and Schairer 1976, Nauman, Sparrow, Underbrink and Schairer 



1977/. Radiobiological data derived from this clone have often 

lent themselves to biophysical interpretations /Underbrink, 

Sparrow, Sparrow and Rossi 1970, Kellerer and Rossi 1973* Under¬ 

brink, Schairer and Sparrow 1973a, Underbrink, Kellerer, Mills 

and Sparrow 1976/. 

Several reasons why the stamen hairs of clone 02 are fa¬ 

vorable for such studies have been reviewed /Underbrink, Schai¬ 

rer and Sparrow 1973 b/. 

In brief, the plant is heterozygous /or possibly hemizy-

gous for blue and pink flower color. The wild-type blue muta¬ 

tes to pink and this change is considered to be a true somatic 

mutation in the classical sense /Mericle and llericle 1967, 

Nayar and Sparrow 1967/* This pink mutation has been widely 

used as an end point in these studies because it is easily 

acorable and unambiguous. The induoed pink event was used to 

study dose-response relationships at doses as low as 0.25 rad 

of X rays and 0.163 rad of 0.43-HeV neutrons /Sparrow, Under¬ 

brink and Rossi 1972/, and to detect different levels of bio¬ 

logical effects at low doses between X and gamma irradiations 

/Underbrink et al. 1976/. 

The: blue -to-colorless type mutation or aberration has 

been less frequently studied than the pick mutation* The natu¬ 

re of the colorless cell type aberration is unclear. It can 

also be difficult to detect with certainty at very low doses, 

ie«, below about 1 rad of X rays, because it can at times be 

mistaken for very faintly colored but normal blue cells. 

Other mutant or aberrant cell types may be studied in addition 



to the pink and colorless type /Underbrink et al. 1970, Under¬ 

brink and Sparrow 1971, Underbrink, Sparrow, Sparrow and Rossi 

1971/ but: their frequency is loner compared to the pink and co¬ 

lorless. The aberrations that occur in highest frequency are 

morphological changes from the normal-sized blue cell to either 

giant or dwarf cells, and these also may occur as pink or color¬ 

less as well as blue. 

Stamen hairs consist of files of single cells and these ap-

per to arise by repeated divisions of the terminal or subtermi¬ 

nal cell, but interstitial divisions are rare /Davies 1963, 

Xchikawa and Sparrow 1967a/ Thus, at certain developmental sta¬ 

ges stamen hairs appear to have a one- or two-celled meristem 

/Davies 1963, Ichikawa and Sparrow 1967A Ichikawa and Sparrow 

1967b, Ichikawa and Sparrow 1968/. Therefore, loss of reproduc¬ 

tive integrity /hair stunting/ may be studied after irradiation, 

and the resulting survival curves can be compared reasonably 

well wtih those from single-celled systems or cultures of other 

organisms /Sparrow, Underbrink and Sparrow 1967, Underbrink, 

Sparrow and Pond 1968/. 

Loss of reproductive integrity in stamen hairs was descri¬ 

bed in several reports in which various criteria were used as 

an index for survival /Ichikawa and Sparrow 1967a, Ichikawa 

and Sparrow 1967b, Nayar and Sparrow 1967, Iohikawa et al. 1969, 

Underbrink, Sparrow and/Sparrow 1971, Ichikawa 1972, Underbrink 

and Sparrow 1974/. Aithagi these studies differ regarding me¬ 

thodology and the criteria used to determine loss of reproducti¬ 

ve integrity, nearly all of them suggest that loss of reproducti-



ve integrity is associated with a phenotypic aberration. For 

example, stamen hairs that contain a phenotypic aberration usu¬ 

ally were found to suffer some degree of reproductive incapaci-

tation, that is, they were usually shorter and consisted of fe¬ 

wer cells. However, it was also found that some normal length 

hairs contained visible aberrations but eomo hairs which suffe¬ 

red some degree of reproductive impairment did not contain a vi¬ 

sible aberration./Ichikawa et» al. 1969, Undorbrink efc al. 1971/. 

They suggested thet the presence of phenotypic aberrations is 

a major factor contributing to the overall loss of reproductive 

integrity /LRI/ of the stamen hair population after irradiation, 

although phenotypic aberrations were found in many hairs of nor¬ 

mal length. These observations suggested that LRI is probably 

caused in part by the same radiation event responsible for the 

phenotypic aberration, but the aberration event itself may not 

he entirely responsible for LHI because aberrations were found 

in normal length hairs. It was further suggested /Underbrink 

et, al. 1971/ that the presence of an aberrant event might per¬ 

haps be a precondition to lethality, which if followed by ano¬ 

ther undetermined type of radiation event would be lethal. 

However, judging from the high survival occuring in normal sta¬ 

men hairs without aberrations /Onderbrink et, al. 1971/, the re¬ 

verse does not seem likely. Obviously, lethality in hairs with¬ 

out 'visible* aberrations could be caused by radiation-induced 

events that are not visually deteotable. On the other hand, 

the presence of aberrations in normal length hairs could mean 

that a certain proportion or type aberrations are non-lethal. 
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Chadwick and leenhouts /1973/ put forth a molecular the¬ 
ory of cell survival in which reproductive integrity of the cell 
depends on critical molecules* The molecules Here assumed to be 
the DNA /double helix/ and the critical damage causing reproduc¬ 
tive incąpadbation were considered to be double-strand breaks in 
the DNA helix. A certain number of these double-strand breaks, 
when not repaired and remain effective can lead to cell death. 
In a subsequent paper /Leenhouts and Chadwick 1974a/ they expan¬ 
ded their model and by analyzing experimental results they pre¬ 
sented direct correlations between chromosome aberrations and 
cell death* In additional papers /Leenhouts and Chadnick 1974b, 
Chadwick and Leenhouts 1976/ correlations were found between so¬ 
matic mutation induction and cell survival when analyzed within 
the context of their molecular theory of cell survival. Again 
it was assumed that the DBA double-strand breaks are the criti¬ 
cal lesions that lead to both cell death and somatic mutations, 
at least to "chromosomal" mutations /Leenhouts and Chadnick 
1978/. The "-point" or "gene" mutation was suggested qs possib¬ 
ly caused by some misrepair during the restoration of the,mechani¬ 
cal integrity of the DNA molecule. That is, the latter type 
mutations were suggested as arising from a restituted but mis-
repaired DNA double-strand break. Thus, all somatic mutations 
were envisioned as stemming from radiation-induced double-strand 
breaks. According to their model, plots of the log 4Jf sarvival 
against; the number of mutations per surviving cell should reveal 
a straight line relationship and this relationship should be 
independent of cell phase, radiation type, dose rate, etc. 



The molecular model also predicts other aspects concerning 

mutation induction or ejcpreesiou. For example, a "second" muta¬ 

tion, also assumed to result from a DBA double-strand break, 

may occur in the same cell. (This second mutation could block 

the expression pathway for the "first" mutation, but, of course, 

the cell must survive for this expression to occur. Since the 

primary lesions for both the induction and suppression 01 soma¬ 

tic mutations are assumed to be the same, the model predicts 

that the peak incidence of mutations should remain constant and 

be independent of radiation type or conditions. However, when 

the induction of mutations is dependent on misrepair in the re¬ 

stitution of DNA double-strand breaks, and the suppression of the 

mutation is dependent on the number of unreatituted DNA double -

strand breaks, then different postirradiation conditions that 

influence the restitution of DNA double-strand breaks may lead 

to a shift in the mutation ratio leading to different peak 

heights in the mutation dose-response relationship* 

This molecular model was also applied to gain some in¬ 

sight into the possible dependence of the mutation spectrum on 

radiation dose and quality. According to the theory, the ratio 

between two mutations induced in the same cell strain should 

change with dose, but at high doses the mutation that is least 

easily suppressed should predominate eventually. A further con¬ 

sequence of this molecular theory is that different types of ra¬ 

diation will produce a different mutation spectrum at a specific 

dose level, but at a specific level of biological effect, which 

would be characterized by a given number of DBA double-atrand 



breaks, the 3ame mutation spectrum should be induced by all ty¬ 

pes of ionizing radiation /Leenhouts and Chadnick 1978/. 

Another important conclusion from this model that results 

from the association of SNA double-strand breaks with cell sur¬ 

vival, chromosomal aberrations and somatic mutations, is that 

all three biological end points should have the same limiting 

relative biological effectiveness /RBE / when measured in the 

same cell type under the same experimental conditions /Leenhouts 

and Chadnick 1978/. 

The concepts put forth in this molecular model to explain 

radiobiological effects are of especial importance in plant 

radiation-mutagenesis breeding programs* In such programs it 

is desirable to obtain the highest mutation yield and the lar¬ 

gest mutation spectrum with a minimum of associated lethality 

in the system* 

Because of the importance of these theoretical concepts 

for plant breeding; and because much of the mutational data pu¬ 

blished for Tradescantia clone 02 appear • consistent nith the 

molecular theory for radiation effects, we considered it desi¬ 

rable to attempt more insight into certain proposals inherent 

in this theory by comparing mutation /or phenotypic aberration/ 

spectra in stamen hairs to cell lethality within a large dose 

range using X rays, 0.43-MeY and 5.6-MeV cyclotron neutrons. 

Some data from the literature concerning chromosome aberrations 

in Tradescantia are also considered. 

Both mutation /aberration/ induction and LRI in clone 02 
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may be studied in a variety of ways /Davies 1963, Hayar and 
Sparrow 1367, Ichikewa et al. 1969, Uhderbrink et al. 1970/. 
It nas shown that the highest frequency of somatic mutations 
usually occurs on days 11-15 after irradiation, but these peak 
days may change by a day or two in either direction depending on 
temperature, growth conditions, etc. /Hauman, Schairer and Spar¬ 
row 1978/. Using conditions under which the maximum frequency 
of mutations occurs,the maximum loss of reproductive integrity 
/LRI/ nas found to occur a day or BO later, that is, on days 
17-19 after irradiation /Underbrink,*Sparrow and Sparrow 1971/. 
However, in this report «e wish to compare phenotypic aberration 
induction to the amount of cell lethality that occurs within the 
same population of stataen hairs at the period after irradiation 
when aberrant cell frequency is highest, that is, c& days 11-15 
after irradiation. 

Materials and Methods 
1. BNŁ data: 0.43-MeV monoenergetic neutrons and 250-kVp X rays 

In this paper we compare data from experiments performed 
at Brookhaven National Laboratory /ML/ to data determined at 
the Institute of Nuclear Physics /IPJ/ in Cracow. The types oi 
aberrations scored and the dose ranges used for the. two sets of 
data are given in Table I. 

The handling of Tradescantia clone 02, experimental pro¬ 
tocol and irradiation procedures regarding the BNL data have 
been detailed elsewhere /Underbrink et al. 1970, Underbrink et 
al. 1973b/. Data for both the pink and colorless cell types 
for both the 0.43-HeV monoenergetic neutrons and X rays used 

12 



here have been published previously /Sparron et al. 1972, Spar¬ 

row et al. 1974, Underbrink and Sparrow 1974/, but have never 

been compared in the manner -' ' presented here. The BNL muta¬ 

tion /or aberration/ data were used unmodified from the litera¬ 

ture, but the mutant or aberrant event frequency is expressed 

here as "events/100 hairs" instead of "events/hair". This w*2 

done to facilitate comparison with cell lethality data. BNL 

stamen hair survival data were also presented previously /in 

Figs 1,2 as shown by Underbrink, Sparrow and Sparrow 1971/* 

However, the survival curves previously presented were derived 

from mean values of hair stunting based on 3-day scoring periods 

from days 6-23 after irradiation. Enough original data still re¬ 

mained to recompBte survival curves from mean .values for days 

11-16 after irradiation. However, meaningful standard errors 

could not be calculated. Since similar numbers of stamen hairs 

were scored each day for survival" in both the BNL and IFJ data, 

the standard errors for the BHL data should be similar to those 

shown for the IFJ 5.6-MeV and X-ray survival curves in Figs 1,2. 

In untreated control stamens, the upper third of the sta¬ 

men has from 12-20 cells with a mean hair length of about 16 

cells /Underbrink et al. 1970, Underbrink, Sparrow and Sparrow 

1971/. In these control populations approximately 95 percent 

of the stamen hairs are 12 or more cells long, i.e., controls 

can be said to have a "plating, efficiency11 of about 95 per¬ 

cent. Therefore, in both sets of data we considered any hair 

less than 12 cells long as having suffered some loss of repro-

ductivity and have classed these as "non-survivors". A stunted 
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hair was found to be at least 31.3 percent shorter than a "sur¬ 

vivor11 /Underbrink, Sparrow and Sparrow 1971/. 

2. IPJ data: 5.6-MeV cyclotron neutrons and 250-kVp X rays. 

A. Plants and experimental protocol 

Stock plants of Tradescantia clone 02 were obtained from 

Brookhaven National Laboratory. However, growth chambers for 

stock plants were not yet available so they were cultivated ua~ 

der standard greenhouse conditions but additional lighting was 

supplied to ensure an 13-hr day. Other growing and cultivation 

procedures were maintained as closely as possible to those used 

at BNL /Underbrink et al. 1973b/. 

Likewise, experimental procedures were maintained as clo¬ 

sely as possible to the regime used at BNL. That is, before 

irradiation unrooted cuttings with young inflorescences were 

acclimatized in a small growth chamber in aerated Hoagland's 

solution with an 18-hr day, 1500 lux and suitable humidity. 

Since appropriate growth chambers were.not yet constructed, 

diurnal temperatures were achieved by adjusting room temperatu¬ 

re. After irradiation, the cuttings were returned to this re¬ 

gime for the duration of the scoring period, that is, until 15 

days after irradiation. 

Because of the differences in growth regimes between BHL 

and IFJ, close watoh was kept on the plants and cuttings for 

any serious adverse effects especially those regarding changes 

in spontaneous and induced pink mutation frequencies or changes 

in the standard 11-15 days of maximum mutation induction. 

However, no adverse effects serious enough to interfere with our 



comparisons nere found. 

In one series of experiments, all four mutant or aberrant 

cell type /pink, colorless, giant and dwarf/ nere scored with¬ 

in the entire stamen.In a second set of experiments, in which 

LRI was studied, all four cell types and stunting nere scored 

only in the upper one third of the stamen^ but the pink mutant 

event was scored additionally in the entire stamen. In this 

nay ne could determine nhether significant differences occured 

in aberration frequencies betneen those induced in the upper 

third of the stamen where cell lethality nas studied and those 

occurring in the whole stamen. Previous reports /Sparrow and 

Sparrow 1976/ indicated that there was no significant differen¬ 

ce in aberration induction between these, regions and ne also 

found this to be true. 

An average of over 4,000 hairs per dose was scored during 

the experimental period for the entire stamen but only about 

1,500 for the upper third. Thus, since fewer hairs could be 

scored in the upper third, uncertainties become higher especial¬ 

ly at lower doses. 

Data were analyzed by computer programs written by K.H. 

Thompson and Ms. Ada Próchnicka using ODRA 1305 and CYBER 72 

computer. 

B. IPJ irradiations 

The fast neutron irradiations were done at the Institute 

of Nculear Physics /IPJ/ in Cracow using the U-120 cyclotron 

/Wojoiechonski, Huczkowski, Gacek, Erasnowolski, Szymnsik, 

Kasper 1974/. The fast neutrons were generated from the 



^Be /dto/ B nuclear reaction with a thick beryliura target. 

The mean energy of the neutrons calculated from a knowledge of 

the reaction spectrum and a deuteron beam of 12.5-MeV was about 

5.6-MeV. 

Dose measurements Here based on the total charge deposi¬ 

ted on the Be target by the deuteron beam* A specially desig¬ 

ned electronic circuit nas used which gave a digital readout in 

units of charge. 

A conversion factor relating the tissue dose received at 

a given target-to-object distance /assuming a 1/r dependence/ 

to the target charge was found using tissue-equivalent ioniza-
tion chambers, its value being 70 ^ cm2. 

Neutron dose rate was 10-20 rad/min and gamma contamina¬ 

tion mas 6-9 percent of the neutron dose. This contamination 

was neglected in the results because of the high RBE expected. 

For irradiations, the cuttings were arranged in front of 

the beam in an appropriate position determined by dosimetric 

considerations* The inflorescences were 48 cm from the target. 

The dispersion of neutron dose within the area of the inflores¬ 

cences was below 5 percent* 

X-irradiations were done at the Cracow Institute of Onco¬ 

logy using a liflller machine operated at 250-kVp and 15 oA with 

a Thoreus filter /HVL of 2.5 mm Ou/. Target to X-ray tube dis¬ 

tance nas 68 cm giving an average dose rate of 30 rad/min, the 

same as used for the BNL experiments. The inflorescences were 

irradiated atop a 1.25 cm layer of wood and covered with a 

0.16 cm lucite plate* Dosimetry was done with a Philips dosi-
•*t«r. 
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Pertinent information concerning the irradiations, fee dose 

ranges used and the aberrant cell types scored are given in 

Table I. 

Results 

A. Survival curves 

The survival curves constructed using data from 0.43-

and 5.6-MeV neutron irradiations /Pig. 1/ and X-ray data /fig. 

2/ represent survival occurring in stamen hairs scored in the 

upper third of the stamen during the days after irradiation 

when phenotypic aberrant event frequency is highest. The data 

points are mean values for the surviving fraction for days 

11-15 /or for 0.43-MeV neutrons days 11-16/ after irradiation. 

In this system, maximum 1BI or hair stunting would be expected 

to occur a fen days later and, therefore, the characteristics 

of the curves would also change somewhat for different scoring 

periods /Underbrink, Sparrow and Sparrow 1971/. 

Both the neutron and X-ray survival curves have shapes 

usually considered characteristic for these radiation quali¬ 

ties. That is, the neutron curves at both energies are expo¬ 

nential and there was no detectable evidence of a shoulder. 

The computed X-ray curve exhibits a definite shoulder. The 

quadratic regression model best fitting the X-ray data indies-

tes that survival below 18 rads is 100 percent. In the BNL 

experiments we were not able to detect LRI at 11.5 rad but we 

did so at 24.0 rad. However, in the IFJ experiments with 

X rays, hair stunting was not detected at either 20 or 35 rad. 
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The D and RBE values calculated for these data are given 

in Table II. 

B. Dose-response curves for 5.6-MeV cyclotron neutrons 

Figure 3 is a logarithmic plot of pink mutant events/100 

hairs /minus control vs. 5.6-MeV neutron dose. The plot con¬ 

sists of pink events determined from the entire stamen and pink 

events scored in the upper third of the stamen, the region in 

which cell lethality nas studied. No significant differences 

in event frequencies were found between these two regions 

/Sparrow and Sparrow 1976/. Likewise, no significant differen¬ 

ces in event frequencies between•these two staminal regions 

were found for the other three aberrant cell types scored. 

The dose-response curve for the colorless event /Fig. 4/ is 

shown as another example. Therefore, these data were plotted 

with a common slope in Pigs. 3»4. 

The observation that there was no apparent difference in 

event frequency between these two staminal regions is .important 

because then LRI, scored in the upper third of the stamen, can 

be compared to event frequencies scored either in the entire 

stamen or to those events scored only in the upper third re¬ 

gion of the stamen. 

The computed slopes for the four aberrant cell types, 

however, varied and this variation changed when slopes were 

computed from whole stamen data or from data scored from the 

upper third. The variation was from slopes ** + 0.85 to + 0.91, 

but none was found to differ significantly from slopes = + 1 

in these studies. 
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Since the data from all four aberrant cell types could 

statistically fit slopes = + 1, and to facilitate comparisons 

among the responses for these cell types, their dose-response 

curves were plotted as fixed slopes = + 1 Pig. 5, together with 

hair stunting. By using stamen hair stunting instead of the 

survival fraction /Fig* 1/, it is possible to compare lethality 

directly with phenotypic mutant or aberration frequency on the 

same logarithmic plot. 

Several features of these curves seem apparent from Fig.5. 

1. The dose-response curves for all four of the aberrations 

/and total aberrations combined/ increase linearly nith dose but 

only up to a limiting level of effect /doses at which the aber¬ 

ration frequencies appear to reach a maximum and then either 

plateau or definitely decline. 

The frequency for total aberrant events at this energy approach 

about 100 percent at the region of saturation. 2. At doses be¬ 

low the region required to reach the saturation level, all the 

aberrations occur in definite proportions to each other with the 

giant cell type occurring at the lowest frequency. 3. All the 

four aberrant cell types appear to reach a maximum at the same 

riose level but at different levels of effect. An exact "turn 

over" point is difficult to define, but for 5.6-MeV neutrons 

it appears to occur around 40 rad* 4. After saturation doses, 

further increases in dose appear to produce a different aber¬ 

ration yield and spectrum. 5. Lastly, but perhaps most impor¬ 

tantly, is the relationship between the pink and colorless 

event and their relationship to lethality. The fixed slopes 
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for the pink and colorless events are those shown in Figs 3, 4 

but only for the upper third of the stamen. From doses of one 

rad to about 40 rad, pink and colorless events, as well as per¬ 

cent stunting, appear to be closely associated and all three 

events appear to follow a common or very similar slope. That 

is, at a given dose, for every pink event there is a colorless 

event and a stunted hair in most of the stamen hair population. 

However, after saturation doses these relationships change. The 

pink mutation declines very rapidly with increasing dose. Sta¬ 

tistically the data points describing the declination in pink 

events with increasing dose can be fitted to a slope = - 1 

/see also Fig. 3/. However, the colorless events increase to 

a higher frequency before a plateau is reached, and the amount 

of stunting also continues to increase. 

The close correspondence between pink and colorless events 

and lethality is also evident following 0.43-MeV neutron and 

X-irradiations. 

C. Dose-responce curves for 0.43-MeV mojioenejcgetic neutrons 

Figure 6 is a plot of pink and colorless events/100 hairs 

and hair stunting vs. 0.43-MeV neutron dose. At this neutron 

energy both pink and colorless events were scored for neutron 

doses from 0«01 rad to 24.4 rad* However, hair stunting was 

scored only beginning with 0.163 rad. The general relationship 

between these three events is similar to that for 5.6-MeV neu¬ 

trons /Fig. 5/. That is, these three events are closely asso¬ 

ciated within the dose range studied. 

The pink events tend to reach saturation at this neutron 
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energy at approximately 10 rad, while the colorless events and 

stunting continue to increase. The colorless events do not ap¬ 

pear to saturate at the highest dose used /24*4 rad/. Higher 

doses were not used because damage to the flower and stamens at 

this energy nas sever so that scoring nas often difficult and 

ambiguous* 

D. Doae-response curves for X rays 

Figure 7 is a plot of phenotypic aberrant events/100 hairs 

vs. X-ray dose. The characteristics of the X-ray dose-response 

curve for pink mutations was discussed previously /Sparrow et 

al. 1972/. Superimposed on this curve are data for colorless 

aberrations and hair stunting. Host of these data were deter¬ 

mined at BHL but the plot also consists of data determined at 

IFJ. In addition, the plot contains data for chromosome aber¬ 

rations /see section G/. 

The general relationship between the pink and colorless 

events and hair stunting remains similar to the relationships 

shown for neutrons /Pigs 5, 6/ but hair stunting exhibits a 

threshold. The pink and colorless events appear to follow a 

common slope up to the region of saturation. Por X rays the 

saturation dose appears to be between 100-200 rad. Colorless 

events again reach a higher frequency than pink events before 

saturation but both appear to saturate and decline within the 

same dose range. Hair stunting /LRI/ continues to increase 

with increasing dose. 

The close, correlation between the IFJ data from 20-100 

rad for the pink and colorless aberrant events to the BNL data 



suggests that this dose-response curve can be usedtodetermine an 

RBE for 5.6-MeV cyclotron neutrons. RBE values were previous¬ 

ly determined at 5 rad of X rays having an aberrant event fre¬ 

quency of 0.3 events/100 hairs /Sparrow et al. 1972/. The RBE 

for pink events determined at 5.6-HeV neutrons at this point is 

about 12.5. The RBE for 6.0-HeV neutrons determined at BUL was 

13.5 /Underbrink and Sparrow 1974/. 

This indicates that the data obtained at IFJ are compa¬ 

tible with the fiNL data even though the growth regimes differed. 

Thus* the RBE for 5.6-HeV neutrons is reasonable, although low 

doses of X rays were not as yet used at IFJ. 

It is important to note /Pig. 7/ that the computed curve 

for hair stunting departs from the apparent common dose-respon¬ 

se curve at approximately 24 rad* Calculations from the com¬ 

puted X-ray survival curve /Pig* 2/ indicated that survival 

should remain at 100 percent below doses of about 18 rad. 

Thus, there is a large factor in dose between observable pink 

mutations at 0.25 rad and the appearance of lethality. The do¬ 

se region where no cell lethality was observed is, obviously, 

a refelction of the shoulder on the X ray survival curve / Pig. 

2/. 

It should be pointed out that lethality was observed at 

1 rad of 5.6-MeV neutrons and 0.163 rad of 0.43-HeV neutrons. 

If hair stunting for X rays follows the same or similar sljpe 

as the pink events at low doses, then with an RBE of 47.6 for 

pink mutant events at 0.43-MeV /Sparrow et al. 1972/, hair 

stunting should have been detectable at about 8 rad of X rays. 
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It is possible to estimate the amount of scoring necessa¬ 

ry at a given X-ray dose for the standard errors for pink 

events to lie within acceptable limits /Underbrink and Sparrow 

1974/. 

Using such estimates some hair stunting should have been 

observed at 11.5 rad /BNL data/ and certainly at 35 rad /IPJ 

data/ if lethality and mutant events are closely correlated at 

X-ray dose levels. However, none was observed. 

Obviously, it is important to establish completely whe¬ 

ther or not stamen hair survival after Ion LET radiation has 

a threshold. Thus far, our evidence and the evidence of others 

/Nayar and Sparrow 1967, Ichikawa 1968, Underbrink, Sparrow 

and Sparrow 1971, Ichikawa, Nauman, Sparrow and Takahashi 

1978/ suggests a threshold for survival in Tradescantia, but 

no threshold for pink mutations is apparent at doses as low 

as 0.25 rad /Pig. 7/. 

Available evidence suggests that pheuotypic aberration 

induction and LRI closely follow a common or similar slope af¬ 

ter X-irradiation but only within certain dose limits. For 

both neutrons and X rays, this relationship changes at higher 

doses, but for X rays it also appears to change at the lower 

dose levels. 

E. The relationship of stamen hair survival to phenotypic 

aberrations after irradiation with 5.6-MeV cyclotron neut¬ 

rons 

Points taken at different levels of aberration frequen¬ 

cies for the different aberrant cell type /Pig. 5/ are plotted 
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vs. relating different levels of survival /Fig. 1/ and the re¬ 

sulting curves are shown in Fig 8. Survival appears to decrea¬ 

se linearily with increasing aberration frequency for all four 

aberrant cell types /and total aberrant events/, but this li¬ 

near relationship appears to hold only until the survival level 

decreases to about 70 percent. This survival level corresponds 

to a neutron dose of about 40 rad /Fig. 1/ and this dose cor¬ 

responds to the region of saturation on the dose-response cur¬ 

ves /Fig. 5/. Until this survival level is reached the four 

different phenotypic aberrations are induced in constant pro¬ 

portion to one another /Fig. 5/. However, as survival decrea¬ 

ses further, the linear relationship between aberrant cell ty¬ 

pes and survival is lost and the spectrum of mutations also 

changes. 

As shown in Fig. 8, increasing the dose and thereby re¬ 

ducing survival does not appear to be of much advantage in in¬ 

creasing the yield of aberrant cell types. However, a definite 

change in the aberration spectrum occurs at survival levels be¬ 

low about 70 percent. 

The best example of the change in the phenotypic aberra¬ 

tion spectrum are the pink and dwarf cell types because the cur¬ 

ves cross at reduced survival. Thus, if it would be advanta¬ 

geous to obtain the maximum yield of the pink mutations, this 

can be achieved at lower dose levels and at a high survival le¬ 

vel.. However, if it would be more advantageous to obtain the 

maximum yield of the dwarf types instead of the pink mutants, 

a higher yield appears possible only at the expense of fewer 
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pink events and - a greater level of lethality. 

The plots in Fig. 8, therefore, suggest that it is possi¬ 

ble to change somewhat the desired mutation spectrum within sta¬ 

men hairs of clone 02 by manipulating the dose of a particular 

radiation quality, in this case, 5.6-lieV neutrons* 

F. The relationship of stamen hair survival to pink and color¬ 

less events after irradiation with X rays and neutrons of 

two different energies 

Figure 9 is a semi-log plot of the surviving fraction of 

stamen hairs vs. phenotypic aberration frequency for pink and 

colorless events that occur after irradiation with X rays and 

neutrons of 0.43- and 5.6-lfeV. 

The inset /Fig.9/ illustrates that many aberrant events 

were observed before lethality became evident or could be dis¬ 

tinguished from 100 percent survival. Because of practical 

considerations, it is unlikely that this part of the curve 

could be resolved with accurracy. Furthermore, at levels of 

survival higher than 90 percent and aberrant frequencies less 

than 10 percent it is not possible to distinguish clearly dif¬ 

ferences between the pink and colorless aberrant events caused 

by the three radiation qualities. That is, in this'region of 

the curve, radiation quality does not appear to assume a great 

importance. 

At stamen hair surviving fractions below about 70 percent, 

radiation quality assumes a greater importance to aberration 

type and yield. This is particularly evident for colorless 

events. For example^ at 60 percent siarviTOl, thft maximum yield 
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of colorless mutations would be expected from 0.43-HeV neutrons 

and the lowest yield of these events from 5.6-MeV neutrons. 

A similar pattern as for the colorless events and radiation 

quality also hold's for pink events but for the latter the rela¬ 

tionship is not so pronounced. Comparable data are not availa¬ 

ble for the giant and dwarf cell types for 0.43-MeV neutrons 

and X rays. 

The curves shown in Pig. 9 suggest that the relationship 

between survival and phenotypic aberration induction is com¬ 

plex. O/ur present evidence suggests that aberrant events may 

occur without detectable LRI at high levels of survival /low 

doses/. At high levels of survival, it appears that radiation 

quality is not very important in determining the overall yield 

of pink and colorless aberrations. However, at survival levels 

below about 70 percent; it appears that the choice of radia¬ 

tion quality may be important for selecting the maximum yield 

of aberrations of a particular type. 

G. Possible relationships between chromosome aberrations 

and phenotypic cell aberrations 

Considering the model proposed for the relationship bet¬ 

ween chromosome aberrations, somatic mutations and cell letha¬ 

lity /Leenhouts and Chadwick 1978/, we wished to examine the 

relationship of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations to 

the X~ray dose-response curve shown in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, 

few studies have been done which relate the above parameters 

using chromosome aberrations studied in stamen hairs. Mericle 



and Hericle/1967/and Christiancon/1975^reported that breakage 

or deletions ot chromosomes /or subunits/ most probably cause 

the pink event at least after higher doses of radiation. Thefc-

studies were based on the appearance of a micronucleus in 

either pink cells or cells adjacent to pink cells. Davies 

/1963/ studied chromosome aberrations in stamen hairs of olone 

02 but could not find a one-to-one relationship between radia¬ 

tion-induced chromosome aberrations and HOI. 

In a somewhat different type of study, Alvarez and Spar¬ 

row /1965/ compared LRI in stamen hairs of T. paludosa / a spe¬ 

cies similar to clone 02/ to LRI in root merleterns. They fo¬ 

und that survival curves for stamen hairs and cells comprising 

the root meristem did not differ significantly in either slope 

or intercept and thus, the cells of both root and stamen hair 

systems appeared to have similar radiosensitivities. 

None of these data, however, could be directly used for i 

our comparisons made here. The only other data we found that | 

. 'seemed appropriate to compare with the data on phenotypic aber¬ 

rations and LRI reported here were chromosome aberrations stu¬ 

died in clone 02 root tips obtained, from the Bioaatellite II 

experments /Sparrow, Schairer and Marimuthu 1971/. 

In order to compare our data with the Biosatellite II 

data we took mean values from their Table 5 and Pig. 9. The 

data presented in their table for total chromosomal aberrations 

per cell under flight and non-flight conditions were not con¬ 

sidered by them to be significantly different. The gamma ray 

exposures ranged from 116 to 244 R. We converted these exposu-

9 
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res to rads by a conversion factor of 0.96 /ICRU Report 10b, 

1962/. The data thus derived are shown in Pig. 10, but were 

not extrapolated from 116 R to 0 dose. These date were plot¬ 

ted in relation to the X-ray dose-response curve shown in 

Pig. 7. There are obviously many uncertainties involved in 

attempting to convert chromosome aberration data from root tips 

irradiated under such conditions to dose-response curves for 

stamen hairs. Even so, the fact that these chromosome aberra¬ 

tions are very closely associated with the colorless aberra¬ 

tions and also closely follow hair stunting frequency is pro¬ 

bably not coincidental. That is, in this limited dose range, 

chromosome aberrations, the colorless aberrant event and hair 

stunting appear to be closely correlated. The dose range at 

which the chromosome aberrations vtere studied is in the region 

of saturation for phenotypic aberrations on the dose-response 

curve and there is no experimental evidence to assume that 

chromosome aberrations would follow the same dose-response cur¬ 

ve down to very low doses or even to doses where stunting 

should be detected /ca. 13 rad/. 

The data for total chromosome aberrations as shown in 

Pig. 10 fit a linear regression. In Fig. 7 the chromosome 

aberration points are only plotted in relation to the dose-res¬ 

ponse curve. However, if we assume a linear relation between 

chromosome aberrations and dose in this region of the dose-res¬ 

ponse curve as indicated frori Fig* 10, then the entire X-ray 

curve consisting of different end points becomes more complica¬ 

ted and may assume different shapes depending on the dose range. 



Por example, the curve nas a large linear component at Ion do¬ 

ses /0.25 to 5 rad/ which then gives nay at higher doses /about 

5 to 100 rad/ to a large quadratic component, and at still 

higher doses it may be possible that the quadratic component 

may give vmy again to another linear component /chromosome 

aberrations/ depending on which end point is studied. Until 

further studies are done, it thus appears that for Ion LET ra¬ 

diations in this system a 1 : 1 ratio among LRI, somatic aber¬ 

rations and chromosome aberrations can be established only 

within certain dose limits. 

Discussion 

The purpose of using Tradeecantia clone 02 in Poland nas 

undertaken for several reasons. The primary reason nas to de¬ 

termine mutation or cell aberration frequency in relation to 

lethality in a given population of stamen hairs. This nas do¬ 

ne successfully and it seems that many of the results obtained 

here could be of practical use for agricultural or plant bree¬ 

ding if our results could be tested in another plant system. 

Basically, ne found that the survival curves for neutrons of 

tno energies and for X rays are typical of those usually found 

for such- irradiations using other test systems or organisms. 

Secondly, it nas found that for neutrons of tno energies LRI 

/hair stunting/ is closely related to both the pink and color¬ 

less aberrant events, at least up to high doses /for Tradescan-

tia/ and nhere this relationship divergas is probably a func¬ 

tion of RBE values for different neutron energies. It should 
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be mentioned that herein we have used the terms "mutation" and 

"phenotypic events" or "aberration" frequencies rather loosely* 

This is because the pink event is certainly a mutation /Mericle 

and Mericle 1967, Hayar and Sparrow 1967/, the colorless event 

is most likely a mutation or some physiological disturbance in 

pigment production /Ichikawa et.al. 1969/. 

The nature of the giant and dwarf aberrations /which can 

occur either as blue, pink or colorless/ is not know as yet and, 

as far as we know, cytological investigations have not been car¬ 

ried out. Even the. pink event, although definitely a mutation, 

ha8 been considered to arise from different mechanisms depen¬ 

ding on dose. These may be caused by gene mutations, deletions 

or somatic crossing over /Mericle and Mericle 1967, Christian-

sons 1975/. Obviously, all of these phenomena require further 

study. However, whatever their nature is, as far as radiobio-

logy itself is concerned, they all appear to follow the same 

type of dose-response curve, that is, /except SOT X rays/, they 

all appear to be closely related although some may occur in 

different frequencies. Regardless of the nature of these aber¬ 

rations, the most important findings from these experiments is 

that within one neutron irradiation energy /5.6-MeV/# the diffe¬ 

rent types of these aberrant cells follow a linear relationship 

with dose down to a certain level of survival and after this 

level, it may be possible to change the precentage of certain 

types of mutations by manipulating the dose, but sometimes at 

the expense of increased lethality. 



Using three different radiation qualities, the same pat¬ 

tern appears to hold. That is, within a certain dose region, 

the yield of two different aberrant cell types /pink and color¬ 

less/ appears to be linear and these are so closely correlated 

that irradiation quality seems unimportant /Fig. 9/. At hig¬ 

her dose levels /decreased survival/ the phenotypic aberration 

spectra may change and the quality of radiation may become im¬ 

portant just as it appears to be with one radiation quality, 

when the aberration frequency appears to depart from a linear 

relationship. Furthermore, it nas found for X rays that may 

mutations may occur in stamen hairs in which cell sirvival 

could only be detected as 100 percent, that is, on the shoul¬ 

der region of the survival curve /Pig. 2/. 

There mere several problems ne encountered here while 

setting up our Tradescantia laboratory. At first it was neces¬ 

sary to establish whether these plants would gron here without 

adverse effects under different growth regimes so that the 

spontaneous mutation frequencies nould be Ion enough and the 

experimental results nould not be affected. Ho serious effects 

nere found. However, it was necessary to build up enough stock 

plants so that a variety of experiments could be undertaken. 

It was also necessary to train our technicians in proper sco¬ 

ring techniques for the different types of mutations or pheno¬ 

typic aberrant cell types. This also was accomplished. Then 

as a further check, to determine whether data ne obtained here 

nould be compatible with data obtained elsewhere in particular 

at BNL. In addition, experiments were performed at Dubna in the 
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the Soviet Union abd also, here using a 14-MeV neutron genera¬ 

tor. The RBE values obtained for these dose-response curve 

are very similar to the results obtained at M l but these re¬ 

sults will be published elsewhere. The RBE values obtained at 

IPJ are very similar to those obtained at BHL. In addition, 

data derived from X-ray experiments here are almost identical 

to the data obtained previously at M L . 

During the course of these investigations, it nas of in¬ 

terest to determine how well the clone 02 data respond to the 

molecular theory of cell survival /Chadwiek and Leenhouts 1973, 

Leenhouts and Chadwick 1978/. There are at least three points 

in which our data appear sufficient to warrent discussion con¬ 

cerning this theory. The prediction from the molecular theory 

is that the peak incidence of pink mutation induction should 

remain constant and is independent of radiation type or condi¬ 

tions, at least within the limits defined /Leenhouts and Chad-

nick 1973/. They gave the examples obtained by us /Underbrink 

et.al. 1975/ for 13.4-MeV neutrons and Z rays under both aero¬ 

bic and hypoxic conditions. To this we may add that this appe¬ 

ars to be true also for 0.43-MeV neutrons /aerated/ and 5.6-HeV 

neutrons /aerated/. Hypoxia was not studied for most irradia¬ 

tions at the peak incidence of mutation induction. However, 

the peak incidence for pink mutation induction after nitrogen 

ion irradiation appears to be lower /Underbrink et. al. 

1973a/. 

Another important point in their molecular theory coneerne 

the nature of the saturation effect "turn over point" itself. 
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Recent evidence by /Nauman et. al. 1976/ suggests that the pink 

and colorless event loci are oomplerely separate, but it is pro¬ 

bably best here to restrict our discussion to the pink mutations 

at the region of saturation* Several suggestions have been 

proposed for this phenonomenon. but none of these seems to be 

quite satisfactory /Nauman et* al. 1976/* 

However. Leenhouts and Chadwick /1974 b/ seem to provide 

a plausible so ution to this problem, at least in the case of 

clone 02 where the pink and colorless cell types appear to be 

so closely asscciated and nhere the pink event declines /sta¬ 

tistically the slope = - 1/, and the colorless event increases 

to a higher level before the decline oJf* this event is evident. 

They postulate that' the ratio of two mutations induced in the 

same cell strain can be defined by an equation and that the ra¬ 

tio of these mutations at high doses will change. The mutatien 

least easily suppressed will eventually predominated at high 

doses* Thus, the mutation spectrum can change with radiation 

dose* For a complete review of this theory see Leenhouts and 

Chadwick 1978. 

Therefore, much of our Tradescantia data seem to agree 

well with the molecular theory of cell survival. 

However, our present evidence fr m this system indica¬ 

tes that a limiting BBE is not the same for cell killing and 

mutation induction* As we have shown above, for neutrons at 

least two aberrant cell types follow similar or common slopes 

with lethality. If this would hold true for X rays, then, in¬ 

deed the limiting HEEs would be the same* However,as far as we 
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were able to detect there is a shoulder on the X-ray curve in 

the small dose region where many mutations occur but no lethal 

events. Thus, RBS values for mutation induction and lethality 

are not the same except within certain dose regions. 

We have determined only a few RBE values for survival in 

clone 02 so far because clone 02 was largely used as a test 

system usually involving only the pink mutation. 

Altough it was shown previously /Underbrink et. al. 

1970, Sparrow et. al. 1972/ that the dose-response curves 

for both 0.43-MeV neutrons and X rays, as well as the survival 

curve for 0.43-HeV neutrons can be interpreted within micro-

dosometric concepts, we have not attempted to do so in this 

paper for a survival curves because we are here dealing with 

survival at maximum phenotypic aberration frequency and not 

loss of reproductive integrity. 
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Figure 1. Survival curves for stamen hairs after irradiation 
with neutrons of two different energies. Data were 
derived from the upper third of the stamen in which 
stamen hairs of 1:1 cells or less were considered as 
non-survivors. 

Figure 2. Survival curve for stamen hairs after X-irradiation 
with 250-kVp X rays. Data were derived from the upper 
third of the stamen in which stamen hairs of 11 cells 
or less were considered as non-survivors. 

Figure 3. Dose-response curve for pink mutant events/100 hairs 
/minus control/ vs 5.6-MeV neutron dose comparing 
mutant event frequencies in the upper third of the 
stamen to those occurring in the entire stamen. Note 
the decline in event frequency after the region of 
saturation can fit a slope « -1. 

Figure 4. Dose-response curve for colorless aberrant events/100 
hairs /minus control/ vs. 5.6-MeV neutron dose com¬ 
paring event frequencies in the upper third of the 
stamen to those occurring in the entire stamen. 

Figure 5. Dose-response curves for four mutant or aberrant cell 
types /and total aberrant events/ as well as LRI 
/hair stunting/ after 5.6-MeV irradiation.. At doses 
higher than about 40 rad /region of saturation/ the 
spectrum of aberrant cell types changes with increa¬ 
sing dose. The close association between the pink* 
colorless and lethal event is apparent* 



Figure 6. Dose-response curve for pink and colorless events 
after 0.43-HeV neutron irradiation The two aberrant 
cell types and hair stunting follow very similar slo¬ 
pes but as in Fig* 5, the maximum yield of colorless 
events is higher than for the pink mutation. 

Figure 7. Dose-response curve for pink and colorless events 
after X-irradiationB. The pink and colorless evente 
appear to folio* a common linear-quadratic relation¬ 
ship up to saturation doses where the colorless 
events again predominate over the pink events. Sta¬ 
men hair stunting was not apparent at loner doses 
but the data points indicate it should have been de¬ 
tected at least by 18 red. 

Figure 8. Plot of the surviving fraction of stamen hairs /% of 
control/ vs. phanotypic aberrations /100 hairs/minus 
control/ after irradiation with 5.6-MeV neutrons. 
The percentage of the different aberrant cell types 
appear to follow a nearly linear relation donn to a 
survival level of about 70 percent survival. After 
this survival level this relationship appears to 
change. 

Figure 9# Semi-log plot of the survival fraction of stamen 
hairs /SS o* control/ vs. phenotypic aberrations/100 

• hairs for pink and colorless events after irradiation 
with neutrons of two energies and X rays. A linear 
relationship occurs between survival and aberration 
induction down to levels of survival of about 70 
percent at which percentage of survival the linear 
relationship appears to change. Inset indicates that 
aberrant events could be detected long before a 
desorease in survival could be detected or considered 
significant from 100 percent. 



Figure 10, Plot of chromosomal aberrations per cell VB. gamma-
ray dose. These data Mere modified from the Biosa-
tallite II experiments /Sparrow et.al. 1971/. 
This figure is to show its relationship to these 
chromosome aberrations when plotted in relation to 
the X ray dose-response curve shown in Fig. 7. 



TABLE I 

! 5.6 -MeV Cyclotron Neutrons 

| Aberrant Events 
! Pink 
J Colorless 
j Giant 
} Dwarf 

j ""survival 

j 250 kVp X rays 

S Pink 
{ Colorless 
i m " 

IFJ* 

Dosej 
1.0 -
1.0 -
1.0 -
1.0 -

1.0 -

IFJ* 

Dose 
20 -

Data , 

129. A 
129.4 
129.4 
129.4 

115.0 

Data 

3 ^RAD/ 

100 

0.43-MeV Monoenergetic 
Neutrons 

Aberrant_Eyents 
Pink 

, Colorless 
! ""survival 

I 250 kVp X ray* 

! Pink 
J .SSłSEłSS" 
1 

BNL*1** 

0 .01 • 
0.01 • 
0.163 • 

0.25 

Data 

'RAD/ 
••••••fa 

- 24.4 
- 24.4 
- 24.4 

Data 

- 432 

"1 

I ""survival 20-100 1 •"•survival 11.5 - 432 

* IFJ - Instytut Fizyki Jądrowej w Krakowi*, Poland /Instituto of Nuclear fliysics/ 
scoring days 11-15 for aberrations and LRI 

101 Loss of Reproductive Integrity /LRI/ or hair stunting 
*** BNL - Originally obtained by one of us /A.G.U/ at Brookhav«n National Laboratory, 

USA. 



TABLE II. 

Neutron Energy 

L » : 
0.43 /BNL/ 

5.60 /IPJ/ 

RBĘ for Pink Mutant 
Events* 

•• 

47.6 

j 6.1 6.00 /BNL/ t 
12.5 

13.5 

RBE for Survival 
/Hair Stunting/*11 

8.2 

2.9 

M Relative Biological Effectivness /RBE/ taken at 5 rad X rays at a pink mutant event frequency of 0.3 events/100 hairs /fig. 7/. 
RN RBB defined as Do X rays/Do neutrons; Do values for survival /hair stunting/ taken from figs. 1,2; X .rays m 310 rad, 0.43-MeV neutrons • 38 rad, $.60-MeV neutrons • 108 rad. 


